
Diagraph of Metaphysic or Ontology

Jacob Lorhard, trans. by Sara L. Uckelman∗

The parts of meta-
physic (which is
GREEK, because
from natural man
by the light of
reason without any
conception of mat-
ter it is intelligible.)
are two; Either



Universal, which
consists of intelligi-
bles and beings.



By most general
distributions. How-
ever it should
be noted of an
Intelligible.


lìgoc: An Intelligible is said to be anything, which is perceived and comprehended by the intellect.

Distribution: An
Intelligible is either


Nothing : This is simply not something.

Something : What-
ever is simply not
nothing. It is either



Positive, because
it fixes or affirms
something. It is
either

{
Essence. See A.
Being. See B.

Negative. See RRR.
By most common attributis. See C.

Particular. See EE.

∗Many thanks to Brian M. Scott and Ursula Whitcher for help with one or two tricky bits, and Samson de Jager and Joel Uckelman for putting in nearly as much time making the
LATEXpackage doing this display as I did translating.
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A. Of this
it should be
observed



lìgoc: Essence is something productive, by which a Being is what it is. This foreign [word] is called by the Scholastics by the word Entity or quidditas.

Distribution.
For example
essence is either



Real ; which
is an actu-
ality of a
real being,
because it
is of such a
kind.

Imaginary ;
which is an
actuality of
an rational
being, be-
cause it is of
such a kind.



Both are



1
{

Simple, which belongs to a simple being.
Composite, which belongs to a composite being.

2
{

Absolute, which is of an absolute being.
Respective, which is of a respective being.
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Universal, which is of a
universal being. It is ei-
ther

{
Generic, in so far as a being, by its own genus, has [things] common with other species.
Specific, through which a being is placed in a certain species.

Singular, which belongs to any singular and individual being.
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B. Being Of
this it should
be noted



lìgoc: Being is something productive, essence [something] endowed.

Distribution in Be-
ing



Real of this
it should be
observed



lìgoc: A Real Being is a being, which [is] in fact through its own essence, and further is suited to exist apart from cogitation of the mind.

Distribution in be-
ing is either



First, or
because
the same is
uncreated.
On the one
hand, a first
Being exists,
because it
exists from
itself.

Second, or
sprung from
the first
[being], or
created. On
the other
hand, a
second be-
ing exists
because it
exists from
another.


Of these two varied are the species,
which in five classes are distributed



1. Being is ei-
ther

{
Uncomplex, because it is able to be comprehend through itself by one simple conception.
Complex, because it is not able to be comprehended through itself by one simple conception.

2. Being is
either

{
Absolute, because it has no respect to something.
Respective, because it exists in respect to something.

3. Being is
either

{
Universal, because it is suited to exist in many things through essential communion.
Singular, because it has an individual essence, in other words follow nature akoinwn??on.

4. Being is
either

{
'Aülon Immaterial, which is free from all compacting of matter either sensibile or intelligible
'Enulon Material, which is composed of some compacting of matter.

5. Being is
either

{
Permanent, because it possesses its whole essence simultaneously, without change and addition of essential parts.
Successive, whose essence consists in continual change and addition of essential parts.

Rational or of reason. It is a Being of reason, because it is touched by the cogitation of a single mind according to the mode of a real Being, and apart from this it is nothing. It is called a Begin fictitious, & Imaginary.
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C. Most common
attributes of intel-
ligibles and Beings
are either



Simple [attributes],
which combine
absolutes of every
Being without
disjunction of op-
posites, are either



Existence. Of this
it should be noted



lìgoc. For example Existence is an actuality, whereby a Being exists, pending from its own essence.

There are as many
species as there
are the species of
general Beings and
Essences.



1. One is
{

Real
Imaginary

2. Another
{

Uncreated
Created

3. Another
{

Absolute
Respective

4. Another
{

Universal
Singular

5. Another
{

Substantial
Accidental

Duratio. See D.

Conjunctive. See E.
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D. Duration.
Of this it
should be
noted



lìgoc: For example duration is the abiding of a being in actual existence.

Distribution,
It is for
example
either



Eternity,
which is a
duration by
which a be-
ing is named
eternal. It is
either

{
Absolute, which is duration infinite simpliciter and of an immutable, uncreated Being.
Limited, which is duration infinite secundum quid of a created being, which has for instance an origin and a succession, but without deprivation, either in themselves, or in our regard.

Time which
is duration
finite sim-
pliciter and
of a muta-
ble, created
being, by
which it
is named
temporal. It
is either



Momentary,
because it
separates
succession
of parts
according
to prior and
posterior.

Successive,
because
it admits
succession
of parts
according
to prior and
posterior. Of
this the dif-
ferences and
virtual parts
are present,
past, and
future.



Both are either



Real, be-
cause in fact
it is discov-
ered without
intellect. It
is either



Intrinsic,
which is
duration,
by which a
created Be-
ing in truth
endures in
its own exis-
tence. It is
either



Substantial,
because it
is in sub-
stantial
creatures.
And either

{
GREEK fusikän, because properly it is of a substance spiritual and incorporeal.
Physical, because properly it is of a corporeal substance.

Accidental, because it is in accidents.

Extrinsic, because it is
duration certain and de-
terminate, fixed by will
and council, partly of
God, partly of wise men,
for measuring and making
known intrinsic time. The
species of this are



Hour.
Day.
Month.
Year.
5 Years.
Age.

likewise:
Spring.
Summer.
Autumn.
Fall. &c.

Imaginary, because it is formed by the cogitation of a single mind, and without it it is nothing.6



E. Conjunctive [at-
tributes] are what, of all
Beings, are not simply but
which combine opposites
with disjunction. Of these
some are:



Absolute, which in itself is able to be
considered to be without respect to
anything. The species of this can be
distributed in classes. I coin these:



1. Classes are
{

Perfection. See F.
Imperfection. See f.

2. Classes are
{

Simplicity. See G.
Composition. See g.

3. Classes are
{

Unity. See H.
Multiplicity. See h.

4. Classes are
{

Infinity. See I.
Finity. See i.

5. Classes are
{

Illocality. See K.
Locality. See k.

6. Classes are
{

Necessity. See L.
Contingency. See l.

7. Classes are
{

Possibility. See M.
Impossibility. See m.

8. Classes are
{

Truth. See N.
Falsity. See n.

9. Classes are
{

Goodness. See O.
Badness. See o.

Respective. See V.
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F.Perfection
is an ac-
tuality of
perfection,
because it is
perfect. It is
either



Uncreated which is in the sole first Being, excluding every imperfection and limitation. Whence it is also called, independent perfection, whole and unlimited.

Created, which is in a Being sprung from the first
being, always including some imperfection and lim-
itation. Whence it is also called, dependent per-
fection participated in and limited. It is either

Simple;
through
which some
created Be-
ing in its
own genus
or speacies is
perfect.

Comparative;
through
which a cre-
ated Being,
either by
itself or with
some other
connection,
is called
greater or
smaller
perfection.



In each this is either



GREEK, which is discerned
clearly or which is constituted by
an essential Being, or is attended
necessarily and inseparably by a
constituted essence of a being. It
is

Generic, which a being has in common with another being of the same genus.

Specific, which whatever of a Being’s species is properly.

Accidentality,
which is in a
being contin-
gently and
separably.
It is either

Innate,
which is in a
Being from a
first origina-
tion of itself.
It is called
by others
Natural
perfection.

Acquired,
which begins
to be in a
Being after
after its
origination.


Each is ei-
ther

{
Extensive, through which a Being according to quantity is perfect.
Intensive, through which a Being according to quality is perfect.
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f. Imperfection is [that] by which
a Being is denominated imper-
fect. It is either

{
Privative, which is a defect of perfection, of some being possible by nature possible to be in or withheld.
Negative, which is a defect of perfection, of some being not adequate by Nature.
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G. Simplicity is an actuality of simplicity, be-
cause it is simple. It is either

{
Absolute, which is the immunity of a Being uncreated by any thoroughly real [thing] from diversities in composition.
Comparative, which is the immunity of a Being created by a certain composition of a real species.

g. Com-
posite is an
actuality of
composition
because it is
composite.
It is either



Real, which
is in fact in
some being,
apart from
the cogita-
tion of a
mind. It is
either



General,
which comes
together in
every cre-
ated being in
reality. The
species of
this are



1. One out of a

Being
&
Essence

2. Another out
of a

Genus univocal
&
Difference specified

3. The third is
out of a

Subject
&
Adjunct inhering

4. The fourth is
out of a

Actuality
&
Potentiality common to many

Special, which coincides in not every
created being, but only in that, which
sustains the whole of reason. The
species of this are foremost

1. One out of subjective parts, of what this kind are the species of a genus of a subject.
2. Another is out of essential parts, as are Matter and Form.
3. The Third is out of integral parts.

Rational, which is assigned to some being accoridng to our mode of comprehension, as and since it may not be in reality.
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H. Unity is actual-
ity of a single thing,
because it is one. It
is either



Real, through which a Being really is one. It is either

Essentiality,
through which
a Being in itself is
one, without re-
spect to anything.
It is either


First, through which a Being uncreated by a mode most simple and most perfect is one. This unity principle is not only of every inferior unity; but indeed of every multitude, which is discerned in created things.
Sprung from the first or second,
through which every being cre-
ated in itself is one. This is at-
tributed of Beings either

{
by a Universal
by a Singular, and called numerically one seu individual dicitur.

Accidentality,
through
which a
being with
a certain
manner and
respect is
one. Many
are the
species of
this, which
are reduced
to three
orders.


1 is Unity

{
Generic, through which a being with some genus or univocal or analogy, either proximate or remote, is one.
Specific, through which a Being with some species is one: as in a single man with a man is a species.

2 is Unity
{

Causal, through which a Being with some cause or other is one, whether this is efficient, or material, or formal, or limiting.
Effectival, through which a Being with some effect or another is one.

3 is Unity
{

Subjective, through which a Being with some subject is one, whether that may be receiving or occupying.
Adjunctive, through which a Being with some adjunct is one, whether that may be being received, or being occupied.

Rational, through which a being by reason is one.

h. Multiplicity is an actuality of a multiplex, because
it is multiplex. It is either


Real, through which a real Being is manifold,
whether



in Essence.
in Cause.
in Effect.
in Subject.
in Adjunct.
in Parts.
in some other manner.

Rational, through which a rational Being is manifold.
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I. Infinity is an actuality of infiniteness because it is infinite.
It is either

{
Absolute, through which a Being simpliciter is infinite. 1 It separates from a being, cui inest, as much by passive potentiality as by every actuality of limitation, termination, and dimension. 2 And it does not consist in some unbounded extension of a Being according to quantity, or in negation of a consumation of perfection: but capable in excellence of highest perfection.
Restricted, through which a Being secundum quid is infinite. It is a single actuality of limitation, termination, and dimension, ab Ente, cui inest excludit, not in fact in itself, but in respect of our observation, or perception, or other circumstances.

i. Finity is an actuality of finiteness, because it is finite. It limits simpliciter as much by passive potentiality as by an actuality of limitation, termination,
and dimension.

K. Illocality, is the immunity of the Being first and uncreated by anything prorsus of a place really and properly called, in quo existat, indigentiâ & necessitate.
It is also called by the name Ubiquity & Omnipresence, because through this the first Being is ubiquitous and omnipresent.
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k. Locality is through which a
created Being is not only suited
to be placed: but further in
actuality always and necessarily
exists in one spot somewhere.
However the spot is located in a
receptacle of a genus. It is either


Real which apart from cogitation
of the mind is discerned in fact in
Nature. It is either


Substantial, which is a receptacle
of a substance. It is either

Spiritual in which a finite incorporeal substance exists.

Corporeal in which a corporal substance exists.

Accidental, which is a receptacle of an accident.

Imaginary, which is touched by our mind, and is attributed to some being.
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L. Necessity is an act of neces-
sariness, because it is necessary:
or, as I may say more clearly, it
is a quality, through which a Be-
ing is not able to be constituted
in another fashion. It is either



Absolute, through which a
Being simpliciter accord-
ing to its nature is im-
mutable, that is, follow-
ing every differentiation of
time it is not able to
be constituted in another
fashion; excluding every
contingency. This de-
pends on either


1 the essence itself of a Being.

2 some intrinsic cause of a being
{

Matter.
Form.

3 some essential property
4 some certain common and inseparable accident

Hypothetical or condi-
tional, through which a
Being on the supposition
of a certain condition is
not able to be consituted
in another fashion, always
including something con-
tingent. This depends on
either

{
1 some extrinsic
cause

{
Efficient
Bounded

2 a manifest absurdity and implication of contradiction, because out of a contrary an affirmation or negation follows.
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l. Contingency is an act of con-
tingentness, because it is con-
tingent, or as I may say more
clearly, it is a quality through
which a Being is able to be con-
stituted in another fashion. This
depends on either


1. the essence itself of a Being.

2. some intrinsic cause of a Being
{

Matter
Form

3. some essential property.
4. an indifference and indetermination of an extrinsic principle according to being a cause.

M. Possibility is an act of possibleness, because it is possible: or it is that through which something is possible, that is, such a thing as is able to be in an act,
without contradiction and implication antifasewc.

m. Impossibility is an act of impossi-
bleness, because it is impossible, or it
is that through which soemthing is im-
possible; that is, such a thing as is not
able to be an act, without contradiction
and implication antifasewc. It is either

{
Absolute, through which something is impossible simpliciter, that is, such a thing as may be able to be possible in no mode and respect.
Limited, through which something, which is posssible per se, nevertheless is said to be impossible secundum quid.
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